
Excess dementia deaths in Australia seems to
have only one possible explanation
The only way to explain the sudden rise in deaths in June/July 2021 that fits the data is the
COVID vaccine, AFAIK.
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The chart below is from a Substack by Andrew Madry entitled Excess Dementia
Deaths in Australia:

Excess dementia deaths (cumulative - cumulative) rose dramatically in 2021 starting
at the time of the vaccine rollout and continued to diverge. If it wasn’t the vaccine,

what was it?

There are only two causes that have been suggested:

1. the safe and effective vaccine

2. because people in nursing homes were denied hospital treatment.

We can see from the chart that a rapid increase in dementia deaths in June to July
exactly coincides with the vax rollout for aged care.

Just a coincidence? Pretty unlikely I think. If you have an alternate hypothesis, it
would have to fit the June/July timeframe for the biggest effect.

Dementia was listed in 3 of 150 serious adverse event safety signals for 18 and over
that the CDC found in the VAERS database and it scored 52X in the X-factor
analysis.

If you think it is not caused by the vaccine, I’m all ears because the data fits like a
glove.

This wasn’t caused by COVID damaging people’s brain since there was no COVID in
June/July 2021 when the excess dementia deaths rose dramatically:

COVID daily deaths in Australia didn’t start until after the vaccines were rolled out.
So COVID couldn’t be the cause of the dementia deaths since there wasn’t anything

going on during June/July 2021

Note, that officially, Australia only recognized 15 deaths from the vaccine in 2021.
That’s preposterous. Whenever I do surveys, I find comparable numbers of people
who die from COVID vs. the vaccine. Someone is lying to you. Do your own surveys.

Nobody can explain these dementia deaths if it wasn’t the vaccine. So the health
authorities say the cause is “unknown.” Simple!
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The FAA has very quietly tacitly admitted that the EKGs of pilots
are no longer normal. We should be concerned. Very concerned.
After the vaccine rolled out, the FAA secretly widened the EKG parameter range
for pilots so they wouldn't be grounded. It looks like the vax gave at…
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Bhakdi/Burkhardt pathology results show 93% of people who
died after being vaccinated were killed by the vaccine
The vaccine was implicated in 93% of the deaths in the patients they examined.
What's troubling is the coroner didn't implicate the vaccine in any of…
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New studies show that the COVID vaccines damage your
immune system, likely permanently
The vaccines are making it more likely you'll be infected with Omicron 90 days
after you are fully vaccinated. To keep vaccine effectiveness high…
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The "safe and effective" narrative is falling apart
Here is my list of over 50 leading indicators that the momentum is moving in our
favor. I'd be surprised if the narrative doesn't fall apart soon. It's…
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Unprecedented: Deaths in Indiana for ages 18-64 are up 40%
This is huge. Something is killing healthy people at an unprecedented rate. It isn't
COVID. Could it be the "safe and effective" COVID vaccine? I think…
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Damar Hamlin suffered a cardiac arrest and will not make a full
recovery
He collapsed just now. I talked to Dr. Peter McCullough to get his take. It's highly
likely the vaccine played a role.
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Exclusive: Proof that Israel found serious safety problems with
the COVID vaccines then deliberately covered it up
Israel didn't start to gather safety data until a year into the vaccine program. They
gathered 6 months worth of data and found that the vaccines…
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New big data study of 145 countries show COVID vaccines
makes things worse (cases and deaths)
I missed this study. So did the mainstream media for some reason. But this study is
yet another independent analysis that is difficult to refute: we…
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Damar Hamlin is alive and speaking!
I couldn't be happier to report that Damar Hamlin is now able to speak. This is a
stunning recovery for an amazing athlete.
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Will physicians EVER speak out?
Or will they continue to shrug their shoulders and refuse to look at the data
showing that these vaccines are the biggest scandal in medical history?
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Evidence for causality

Summary

POLL

What is the most likely cause of the excess dementia deaths
in 2021 vs. 2020 in Australia?

4763 VOTES · POLL CLOSED

COVID vaccination program 97%

Lack of access to hospitals 1%

Something else 2%
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Insurance Analyst Finds a 7% Increase In Aggregate Mortality for Each C19 Dose Received

Josh Stirling: "The more doses ... you have in a [US] region ... the bigger increase in mortality ..."

"If you're over the age of 50, and you took all 5 doses, that'd be a 35% increase."…

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/03/insurance-analyst-the-more-doses-you-have-on-average-

in-a-region-the-bigger-increase-in-mortality-that-region-has-had-video/?

utm_source=Email&utm_medium=the-gateway-pundit&utm_campaign=dailyam&utm_content=2023-

03-09
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I used to think that only Covid and Vaccines are resulting in "Mass Formation." Guess what? Mass

formation is alive and well, forming itself around colonscopies. Don't worry about them despite a recent

article in New England Journal of Medicine that reported a very large randomized study where half of the

subjects received colonoscopies to diagnose and treat colon cancer--and half did not. The death rate

from cancer was identical.

https://www.cnn.com/2022/10/09/health/colonoscopy-cancer-death-study/index.html

The study marks the first time colonoscopies have been compared head-to-head to no cancer screening

in a randomized trial. The study found only meager benefits for the group of people invited to get the

procedure: an 18% lower risk of getting colorectal cancer, and no significant reduction in the risk of cancer

death. It was published Sunday in The New England Journal of Medicine.

Europe immediately stopped recommending colonoscopies--but U.S. being a more advanced country

vowed that it made sense to continue using them. Dr. John McDougall gave a lecture on YouTube

presenting information critical of colonoscopies and favoring a less dangerous procedure, sigmoidoscopy.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iN0lmWUnXVU&list=TLPQMTIwMzIwMjP6ZP5w4jXJdA&index=2

Immediately fierce attacks occurred explaining why

1) Outcome would have been so much worse if he hadn't had a colonoscopy!

2) It couldn't possibly be the colonscopies!

3) I have a dear friend who died of colon cancer because she postponed her colonoscopy until it was too

late to treat. I tried to indicate that she might have died even with a colonoscopy, but, no, I am heartless.

4) I have another "friend" (she probably will cancel me now) Especially since I sent her a link to an article

on exercise by Dr. Mercola that led her instead to a criticism of vaccines (a risk you need to accept reading

his posts.) She denounced me and tole me never to send any anti vaxx propaganda again.
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